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Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator).

Text by John F. Garrett

Elk Mountains, Colorado; February
2009. © Jacob Spendelow.
This Pine Grosbeak is evidently a “russet” female or immature. We can say it’s
an adult by the lack of molt limits and
the fairly rounded outer rectrices. Knowing it was photographed in February further narrows it to an after-secondyear bird. Pine Grosbeaks have six recognized subspecies in
North America, which can be hard to separate where their
ranges overlap. This bird is probably of the montanus subspecies, the most common subspecies in Colorado.
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This House Finch can be easily identi-

Determining age and sex of Pine Siskins
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In a recent move by the American Ornithologists’ Union,
the North American finches in the genus Carduelis were
transferred to Spinus, thus giving the Pine Siskin one of the
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Identifying redpolls can be very tricky,

face. Although it’s easy to identify Lawrence’s Goldfinches

especially when we are dealing with a

in this plumage in the field, it’s still a good idea to take a
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polls. In fact, there was some dispute at first over the iden-

sometimes struggle when they encounter a female or an

tification of the individual pictured here. It is rather pale,

immature because they lack the adult male’s distinctive

and any streaking on the undertail coverts is not particu-

black face. On such birds, good marks to note are the yel-

larly apparent—marks that would indicate a Hoary Red-

low-edged primaries and relatively long tail; note that both

poll. However, the bill is rather long and pointed, more like

characters are well-displayed by the adult male shown

a Common. All the other characteristics of this bird seem to

here. Once learned, the flight call, a rolling deelip, is often

be consistent with the expected field marks for a Common

the best clue to the bird’s presence.

Redpoll, as well. One hypothetical indicative field mark for
separating redpolls—I’ve noticed this in a few photographs
and specimens—is that Common Redpolls seems to have
very irregularly spaced primaries, whereas in Hoary Redpolls, the primaries are a little more evenly spaced.
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